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The Museum of the World Ocean in Kaliningrad is a museum of the World Ocean 

research and exploration history. The art collection of our museum is not accidental among 

scientific collections. “Combination of science and art, connection of emotional and intellectual 

demands that is at the very heart of human nature”, – wrote A.F. Kots, founder and the first 

director of the State Darwin Museum, about unique combination of painting, graphic art, 

sculpture and natural science exhibits. Art works incorporation into thematic expositions serves 

to solve expository tasks by making the exposition more emotional and spectacular. 

West-European paintings and graphic works of the late 19th – first half of the 20th century 

are devoted to the Baltic Sea, tell about Samland beauty, keep the spirit of the lost city and faded 

culture, of what has been irretrievably lost but saved in fragments of architecture, literature, 

painting, graphics and household artifacts. 

All the museum collection works – paintings, graphic works and sculpture – used to be 

part of private collections decorating interiors and providing coziness. They give their owners’ 

perception of beauty and comfort. Among the authors there are both talented professionals, 

Academy of Arts fellows and no-name artists and amateurs. The works that differ so much in 

compliance rate and skill, gathered together they form bright mosaic of Koenigsberg dwellers 

artistic preferences, show the spirit of that time. 

The art collection is not large but every work is worth a story of its own. There are pieces 

that combine several fields of museum activities, thus they are most significant for museum 

activities. These are works like Amber fishers by Luisa Dannel (1864–1930); The Sea by Ernst 

Arnold Lyongrün (1871–1935); Warnicken. Thunderstorm coming by Julius Siemering (1837 –

1908); work by Olaf Jernberg (1855–1935) Cargo boats at the quay. Fisherman on the pier. 

The collection was enriched with amateur works at different times and in different ways. 

They may be not so high-skilled performed but anyway they arouse interest with their traditional 

boats drawings, the way they show the beauty of the seaside and incredible Baltic spirit. These 

are paintings like Kurenas by P. Nuyten, Baltic shore with boats by Hermann Wolff, Returning 

home by S. Hallways, Marina by Peter Joseph von Cornelius (supposedly). 

Gathering and enriching the collection, including these pieces of art in exhibitions about 

beauty of our region, we hope that our museum collection selected works and information about 

their authors help to feel fading image of the irrevocable time – the Elegy for Prussia.  
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